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M 78 (together with NGC 2071, 2064
and 2067) are small illuminated
islands
in the 8°-wide, dark
molecular cloud Orion B, which again
is part of the larger Orion nebula
complex (including M 42/43 as its
most prominent objects). The Orion
nebula complex is located -- together
with the Sun (only 1.6 KLY away) - in
the Orion Spur of our Milky Way
galaxy, cradled by the inner
Sagittarius and the outer Perseus
arms.
M78 contains several hidden (IR-light
visible) star-clusters and embedded
protostars (Herbig-Haro objects),
plus many very young (several 100
KYR), hot B-type stars, most of which
have not yet reached their
equilibrium position on the main
sequence, and are still T Tauri
variables.
M78 is the only principal reflection
nebula in the Messier-catalog: The
light of the two brightest (~10m) stars
in M78 (HD 38563A and HD 38563B,
sep. 51", PA 202°) does not provide
sufficient power in the UV to ionize
the interstellar gas and to make it
glow. Hence, light is reflected only by
the dust component of the
interstellar clouds. The nebula has a
blue color, both because the young,
hot central stars are blue, and
because small dust particles have
better reflectivity in blue light.

It’s an early evening in late February, just after 20h local. The weather has been fair the past couple of days: mixed patches of blue sky with
some passing stratocumulus. Today I heard the allegro of the skylark as well as the staccato of the yellowhammer for the first time this year –
spring is just around the corner! All is clear now, cool with a light frost (-2°C). Transparency and seeing are both above medium, and with the
18-day (91%) moon still below the E horizon (scheduled moonrise around 22h), I have a couple of good hours for deep sky diving!
M78 has been on my short list for some weeks, and this is a good opportunity to pay it a visit with my small 80mm refractor. It may be a little
difficult to locate this nebula – my approach is to aim my red dot roughly ¼ of the distance from Alnitak (Zet ORI) towards Betelgeuse (Alp ORI),
which btw. is right at the pt. where the celestial equator crosses Orion. In the FOV of my finder eyepiece (27x @ 1.5° FOV) I now have a hookshaped asterism, and slowly pushing the FOV from ”the hook” ½° due E, I get M78 smack in the center of the field of view.
I crank up the magnification to 68x @ 0.6° FOV (CZJ O-16mm EP) to best frame the object. The nebulosity of M78 is obvious in the 3”, showing
a well-defined NW edge, while it gets gradually more diffuse towards the SE, giving it a somewhat comet-like overall appearance. The nebula
engulfs two close 10m stars, looking like (as O’Meara has described it) : ”a pair of bloodless eyes peering back at you through a frosty window”.
There’s also a fainter (~13.5m, variable?) star below the ”bloodless eyes”, at the S edge of the nebula. I didn’t see this. I did however locate
NGC2071, ca. 15’ to the N of M78; It was obvious with direct vision, but looking more like a slightly fuzzy star, than a small nebula.
Facing the northwest edge of M78, separated by a dark canal, lies the faint nebulosity NGC 2067, elongated in NE-SW direction, and narrowing
towards the SW. I looked for, but did not identify this nebula with certainty. Further southwest is NGC 2064 (McNeils Nebula) – this is however
well below the limit of perception with my 3” of aperture, and so I didn’t try to catch it.
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The Orion-B molecular cloud (aka Lynds 1630) is the nearest (~1300 Ly) star-forming giant
molecular cloud (MC) to our solar system; It shows gravo-turbulent fragmentation into
clumps of bound gas & dust, located in two groups: the northern group with N2068 (M78)
plus N2071, and the southern group with N2024/Flame plus N2023/Horsehead). The
current star formation in this cloud was probably triggered by strong UV-radiation from
close by hot Ori-OB1b stars, heating up and compressing the gas along the western edge
of the MC. In the northern group, the NE-clump around N2071 is blue-shifted while the
SW-clump with M78 is red-shifted, but 200.000 years ago the two clumps seem to have
collided with a velocity of ~2.5 km/s, which then triggered the formation of the two
massive type-B stars that today are illuminating the clumps.
The 10-11m double star HD38563 of types B2 II-III plus the 10m HIP27309 of type B2-3 E
emit enough radiation to light up the dust in the surrounding MC, but they are not quite
hot enough (i.e., spectral type B0.5 to O7) to ionize the gas. Thus, we see their
surroundings as reflection nebulae (RN): M78 aka N2068 (the only RN in Messier’s
catalog) and N2071.
Besides the bright stars with reflection nebulae in northern Ori-B, the MC contains five
large clumps with clusters of massive young protostars; The largest of these clumps are
LBS10 and LBS17 located just south of the M78 nebula plus N2071-IR north of the N2071
reflection nebula. In my observation, I could spot these dense molecular cloud patches
with embedded IR-clusters only as dark areas on the background of brighter nebulosity.
Embedded in the clumps have been identified 45 young PMS variable T-Tauri stars and
17 Herbig–Haro objects, some with circumstellar discs.; A couple of the larger HH-objects
just south of V1647 Ori should be observable by amateur instruments (but I did not see
them tonight).
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The structure and kinematics of dense gas in NGC2068
https://academic.oup.com/pasj/article/59/3/467/1404029
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317673567_High-mass_star_formation_in_Orion_possibly_triggered_by_cloudcloud_collision_III_NGC2068_and_NGC2071
https://qualitycode.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/m78.pdf

